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ESCF introduction

“Learn how data can 
boost your supply chain 

performance”

“Building a future proof 
multiplied value chain 

together”

“Shifting from a 
product-centric business 

and logic to a service-
centric approach”

“In the same pace to 
handle disruptive 

innovation”



ESCF dream

… the leading collaboration platform in

solving practical and scientific complex supply chain challenges, 

by empowering talent

The European Supply Chain Forum is …



ESCF purpose

Why
Business innovations need 
knowledge, while academic 
knowledge needs proof
Within our ESCF community, we 
believe in developing long-term 
relationships to be able to 
continuously strengthen each other 
based on trust and partnership

Purpose
Enabling professionals in and 
around supply chains to create, 
exchange, and integrate knowledge 
by collectively exploring the future

Result
An increased competitive business 

and university and the possibility to 
bind talent

Keywords
Talent

Knowledge
Network



What do we offer full and community members?

ESCF 

member
General ESCF workshops

2 workshops only for full ESCF members 

Purpose workshops is to build supply chain 

knowledge on a generic level for executives in the 

network

Access to all community workshops
2 + 1 workshops per community; 8 per year 

Purpose workshops is to build in-depth 

knowledge in the network

Access to talent

Access to (affordable) knowledge

Access to peers in the network
2 executive round tables only for full ESCF members

Purpose executive tables is to discuss supply chain topics on a 

strategic level 



Program 2020

September 21, 2020

Datum Subject ESCF D2M EHTC FMCG Servitization

28.01.2020 Workshop

11.02.2020 Workshop

31.03.2020 Workshop cancelled

07.04.2020 Workshop cancelled

06.05.2020 Executive Table

12.05.2020 Workshop cancelled

18.05.2020 Career event cancelled

19.05.2020 Workshop cancelled

09.06.2020 Workshop

16.06.2020 Workshop

23.06.2020 Workshop

15.09.2020 Workshop

29.09.2020 Workshop

06.10.2020 Executive Table

27.10.2020 Workshop

24.11.2020 Workshop



How ESCF attracts master students

Define student 

assignments

Start master 

assignments

2

Main population

Define student 

assignments

Start master 

assignments

1



Faculties supporting ESCF

TU/e: School of Industrial Engineering

OPAC IS HPM ITEM

BSc: 
Industrial 

Engineering

MSc:
Operations, 

Management & 
Logistics 

Information SystemsOperations 
Planning 

Accounting
Control

MSc:
Innovation 

Management

Human
Performance
Management

Innovation
Technology

Entrepreneurship
Marketing
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Servitization community

Assistant professor in outsourcing and servitization

2016: Visiting scholar at KU Leuven

Assistant professor in marketing

2012: Winner EMAC McKinsey Marketing Dissertation Award, 
Award for best marketing dissertation written at a European 

university or business school

Ph.D. candidate in marketing

One of the most productive and most cited faculties in the world, 
consistently ranking in the top ten in the UTDallas ranking

John van GinkelNéomie Raassens

2007

2010

2013

2020
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“I integrate theory with rigorous methodology and empirical data sets  to address issues 

related to the optimization of business processes”



Servitization community

John van GinkelNéomie Raassens

1998

2002

2019

2020
Owner Link Magazine and orchestrator servitization

community

Start The Link-platform Productivity

Initiative DGA platform

Initiative with which Link Magazine wants to offer entrepreneurs, 
mostly director-major shareholders, from the manufacturing 
industry a platform for strategic reflection

Start Dutch Industrial Suppliers and Customer Awards

Election of the best industrial suppliers of the Netherlands, in the 
categories best knowledge supplier and best logistics supplier

Link Magazine is founded

Connection between technology, market, and people

2017



How it starts …

2015

2016

2019

2020



What is servitization?

The addition of services to core product 
offerings to create additional customer value

The transformation of a firm from taking a 
product- to taking a service-centric approach

Kowalkowski et al. 2017; Raddats et al. 2019; Vandermerwe & Rada 1988



Servitization growth model

Product 

manufacturer

Product 

manufacturer 

with value added

Service provider 

of operational 

performance

Service provider 

of integrated 

solutions

Leap; NIBC 2018

From reactive to 

proactive service 

provision

From product to 

use of the product

From use of the 

product to output

Necessary 

services

Services that 

add value

Service as a 

business model

Service is the 

business model

Maturity

V
a

lu
e



Industry trends

Services 

become more 

important

Value-based 

selling is gaining 

traction

New revenue streams

Possibility to capture value of 

existent services

Winners will be distinguished 

from losers in B2B markets

Improved differentiation, 

profitability, value creation

Rethinking the 

interaction 

between suppliers, 

manufacturers, 

and customers

Essig et al. 2016; Kowalski, Gebauer, & Oliva 2017; Liinamaa et al. 2016; Moorman, Ruddell, & Sims 2013; Selviaridis & Wynstra 2015; Töytäri, Keränen, & Rajala 2017



Service paradox

Kryvinska, Kaczor, & Strauss 2020; PA Consulting Group

75 per cent of executives are convinced that services 

and solutions will play a bigger role in their business 

over the next three to five years

But only 30 per cent of those companies had a 

strategy in place, which is crucial for success

75 per cent of respondents think customer centricity 

is the main driving force behind servitization

However, 70 per cent of those respondents think 

their sales force is not up to selling such 

different offerings

80 per cent of respondents consider digitization to 

be highly essential in becoming a service provider 

70 per cent of respondents have not yet got the 

technology in place to provide their customers 

with smart soultions



Service paradox

Kryvinska, Kaczor, & Strauss 2020

Despite the vast amount of advantages, 
many firms fail in applying a servitization

strategy and exploiting its benefits



It is challenging to transform business operations

Challenging issue N

Challenging issue 3Challenging issue 2

Challenging issue 1



What are these challenges?

Organizational

Culture towards services

Collaboration across departments

…

Technological

Data-driven decision making

Use of new technologies

…

Business service model

Customer processes

Contracts and pricing

Circularity

…



Servitization community

Identity

The overall goal of the servitization community is to 
create awareness of servitization challenges, which are 

both technical and organizational in nature, and more 
importantly, to help firms overcome these wide range 

of challenges by gaining, sharing, and developing 
knowledge on servitization



Servitization community

Talent: 

Facilitating 

joint projects 

Knowledge: 

Promoting 

top research 

Network: 

An interactive 

platform 

To achieve this goal, our 
strategy is to bring companies 

with different backgrounds 
together to brainstorm and 
discuss about specific topics 

within the servitization context 
and to put the gained 

knowledge into practice

Strategy



Today

Full operational lease Anticipate and act upon 
external developments
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farming innovatorsBright farming is yours by choice



farming innovators

What drives us



Vision
A sustainable, 
profitable and 

enjoyable future in 
farming



Mission
We create innovative 

solutions that help our 
customers excel in 

sustainable milk 
production to feed the 

world



The next step

Full robotic farms



farming innovators

Who we are



Number of 

markets

> 40
Number of 

production facilities

2
Number of 

R&D facilities

3
Number of living 

patents 

1.600

Investments in R&D 

from our product 

turnover

6%

Number of 

employees

1.600
Annual Sales

€ 600 mln
Lely
today



farming innovators

A history in innovations



1948
Invention of 

the finger 
wheel rake



1958
Single disc 
spreader 



1965
The Lely Lotus 

tedder



1992
Lely invents 
the robotic 

milking system



2012
Lely Vector



2018
Lely Orbiter: a 

revolution in dairy 
processing!



farming innovators

Worldwide partner



Global network 
of 200 dedicated

Lely Centers



Farm Management 
Support



Technicians
who speak the 

farmers’ language



farming innovators

Servitization in Lely





Why Full Operational Lease in Lely

Full 
operational 

lease

Adoption

Servitization

Refurbish 

machines
Financial

Distribution 

channel



All elements under one roof

Full 
Operational 

Lease

Products

Field 
service

Farm 
advice

Banks

Refurbish 
program

Strategy



farming innovators

But….



Full Operational 
Lease

Field service Farm 
management 

advice

BanksRefurbish 
programProducts

Strategy

Differentiation in 
customer types 

and needs

Order process 
not fit for leasing

Decentralized 
service structure

Lely Center 
model based on 

sales

Fluctuating 
residual value



Project Full Operational Lease

• 4 Teams
• Sales
• Care
• Administration
• CFO (accounting, legal, tax)

• 6 Pilot Lely Centers spread over 6 countries
• Steerco with board representation



Full 
Operational 

Lease

Products

Field 
service

Farm 
advice

Banks

Refurbish 
program

Strategy
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From Equipment supplier to Solution provider

Bart Appelman
Managing Director

Rob Schouten
Operations Manager

“The Change of an era”

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020



• Plants all over the world

• Cold and hot places

• Onshore and offshore 

Reference list

• Projects 420

with a.o.:
• Internal coating plant projects 70

• External coating plant projects 145 

• Concrete weight coating 35

• Rebar coating plants 10

• Cement Mortar lining 12

• Offshore / Spoolbase / Field joint 40

Today’s Footprint

• 1966 Founded as electrical engineering company.

• 1970 First contacts & contract pipe coating equipment.

• 1980 Strategy Selmers to focus fully on supply of pipe  coating equipment worldwide.

• 1990 First steps offshore coating offshore pipe handling / joint blast-coating.

• 2000 Strong growth of company 

• 2010 Focus on new technologies, innovation & part of MeeMaken B.V.

• 2020 Change of an Era  
Focus on new structure to adapt to the worlds digital demand.

50 Years Selmers

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020



organizations that do not adapt or adapt too late to the external 
environment in the end make themselves unnecessary.

“The Change of an era”

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020



Continuous journey
Adaption of the Selmers organization to technical & social market trends

Phase 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Object Mechanical
Mechacical

Electrical

Mechanical
Electrical

Industrial automation

Mechanical
Electrical

Industrial automation (OT)
Information sytems (IT)

Intended value

Organisation development mechanical Separation of disciplines Mechtronical cooperation
integrated mechatronic perspective

(sell the organisation)
Cooperation with external stakeholders

Enigineering approach ETO 
(adhoc)

ETO 
(controlled)

ETO 
(Standarized)

CTO 
modulair / parametrical basic design

Systems engineering
(lifecycle)

Value Cost based engineering Availability Reliable Quality  en efficiency Reliable Quality  en functionality
Intergrated function in cost and 

intended values (sustainability goals)

Mono disciplinair
Multidiciplinair

Interdisciplinair
Transdisciplinair

Society
© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020



From Equipment supplier to Solution provider

Innovation 4.0

1970

1990

2010

2020

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020

• 1966 Founded as electrical engineering company.
• 1970 First contacts & contract pipe coating equipment.
• 1980 Strategy Selmers to focus fully on supply of pipe  coating equipment worldwide.
• 1990 First steps offshore coating offshore pipe handling / joint blast-coating.
• 2000 Strong growth of company 
• 2010 Focus on new technologies, innovation & part of MeeMaken B.V.
• 2020 Change of an Era  Focus on new structure to adapt to the worlds digital demand.



Adapting the Organization
From business goals to customer requirements

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020



From ETO to CTO
From Engineer to Order (ETO) to Configure to Order (CTO) using a integrated mechatronic perspective

Enabling new business opportunities

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020



Adapting the process
Intended value starts with requirements

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020

Use
Maintenance
Assembly
Training
Distribution
Recycling
….

Use
Maintenance
Assembly
Training
Distribution
Recycling
….

Performance test

SAT

FAT



Thank you … Your Equipment and Solution provider

Design and build 
• Production lines & Stand alone equipment 
• Electrical controls & industrial automation
• Robotics tooling
Digital twin 
• Virtual commissioning 
• Virtual training
• Virtual simulation 
Data acquisition systems
• Predictive maintenance 
• Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
• (HSE, Predictive Maintenance, Operational Visibility)

© Selmers industrial B.V. 2020
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Three small assignments

IDENTIFY MAIN CHALLENGES
(write down priorities first)

GROUP DISCUSSION
(brainstorm, share best practices)

INVESTMENT DECISION
(put your money where your strategy is)

1

2

3
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In sum

Servitization is a learning 
trajectory; firms need to 

overcome several challenges

Many firms are moving to, 
or at least exploring, 

servitization

>



Our ambition

TODAY

FUTURE

Discussion on several challenges firms face 
when transitioning towards servitization

Set a research agenda based on today’s 
outcome, update continuously, and create 

solutions together 



Thank you!

Empowering and talent development

Improve operations

Business modelsBenchmarking

Leading edge research

New insights and solutionsDesign sustainable supply chains

Networking
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escf@tue.nl
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Full members: 

International active companies, on an innovative level within supply chain & logistics
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Community members (Data2Move, FMCG, and EHTC): 
National and international companies with specific strengths that are relevant for the community


